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What influences how we 

teach maths?

For example, does what you believe about 

mathematics affect how you teach it?

Research (Thompson 1982, Lerman 1992, 

Swan 2006) suggests ‘yes’ but it is not 

necessarily a straightforward connection



Other possible influences on the 

teaching of mathematics

(Ernest 1989)

Teacher's system of beliefs, e.g.  about 

mathematics, which then informs beliefs about 

teaching and learning

Social context of the teaching situation

Instructional behaviour (teaching practice)

Also: teacher’ own level of reflection makes a difference



My hypothesis

The social context…

…doesn’t just affect our practices

It affects our very beliefs themselves

Bourdieu - habitus and field 

(Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992)



What I did

Three case studies

• Interviews

• Observations

• Written questionnaire



What I found

*Miller-Baker 2001



Conclusion

• Previous environments have a role in shaping 
beliefs about mathematics and its pedagogy

• These beliefs in turn then influence the 
choice of subsequent places of employment. 

• The ethos of the new environment then shapes, 
and is shaped by, the beliefs and practices of 
the individual practitioners who have elected to 
work there.
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